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Enactment: Any movable object that hovers over a grave conveys tumah with the thickness of a goad (1/3 tefach).  
 
R' Tarfon: This halacha is a mistake. He replaces this enactment with the bnos kusim (daughters of kusim 
considered to be niddos from the cradle).  
 
Hilchos Tumah – Classic case of tumas ohel: Reuven in a house that Shimon died, Reuven becomes an av hatumah 
(7-day tumah). However, Chazal were only m’tamei the farmer with goad for 1 day because ox goad is a utensil 
that only conveys 1-day tumah.  
 
Regarding a utensil over a grave R’ Akiva has a 3-part halacha: 

1. if one holds utensil with thickness of goad, that utensil conveys tumah to the individual holding the goad. 
2. utensil of any size that hovers a grave contracts tumah 
3. in order to convey tumah to other people or other utensils, the item must be the size of a tefach 

 
R Yannai: Ox goad is 1/3 tefach with a circumference of a tefach. Out of concern that people will get confused, we 
legislate that a utensil that has thickness of 1/3 of a tefach, with a circumference of a tefach, can convey tumah.  
 
Enactment: When you harvest grapes, liquid that comes out of those grapes is considered choshuv. Even though 
your intention is not to squeeze the grapes, any liquid that comes out makes the grapes receptive to accepting 
tumah (rauy l’kabel tumah).  
 
Enactment – When one plants an item of terumah, although mid’oraisa the new growth is no longer terumah, the 
Rabbanan stepped in and said that mid’rabanan the halacha is that new growth is also considered terumah 
because we are concerned that a kohein may come to eat tamei terumah.  
 
Enactment: If one was traveling on Friday and does not reach his destination before Shabbos, he may give his bag 
to a gentile to carry for him.  
 
Enactment: One may not eat the bread baked by a gentile out of concern you will consume their oil, one may not 
consume their oil out of concern for drinking their wine. One may not drink their wine, to avoid socialization that 
could lead to intermarriage. One may not marry gentiles out of concern for idolatry and for something else (davar 
acher), namely, They legislated about a gentile child to be considered as having zav status (can contaminate people 
and objects through touching) in order to avoid homosexuality.  
 
Halacha:  

- Tumas Ohel - tumah dispersed to anything under same roof as the tamei object. 
- A food item can only become mekabel tumah if it becomes in contact with liquid 

 
Inspiration:  
They took a sword and put it in the ground in the Beis Medrash (no one leaves).  On that day, Shammai had the 
numbers and Hillel was subservient to Shammai. That day was as difficult as the day bnei yisrael built the eigel. 
When authority framework was overturned, it is disastrous for klal yisrael.  
 
We see how precious yiddishkeit is. Without boundaries it can lose its holiness. Chazal understood the reason we 
have yiddishkeit today is because the Rabbis of past generations have done what they could to preserve the 
system. We should have tremendous hakaros hatov to them. 


